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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric
draw-works, and in particular to a draw-works for the
maneuvering of drilling devices.
[0002] It is known that in case of big devices to be hoist-
ed or lowered inside ducts or tunnels in the ground, hoist-
ing and maneuvering draw-works are commonly used.
[0003] In particular, in the field of petroliferous working,
draw-works are used also for the maneuvering and hoist-
ing of drilling rods, that are afterwards lowered inside the
drilling hole.
[0004] Draw-works are critical components of drilling
rigs, because in the absence of one or more reliable or
tough draw-works a drilling rig cannot work neither effi-
ciently nor safely.
[0005] Owing to the fact that the draw-works is a nec-
essary component in the most part of conventional drilling
rigs, the next paragraph shows a brief description of the
most common features and functions associated to a
drilling rig.
[0006] In detail a drilling rig comprises the following
components:

- a drilling tower;
- a fixed tackle, fixed on the top of the above men-

tioned tower;
- a movable tackle for vertically moving inside the drill-

ing tower and that in detail is hung under the  fixed
tackle by means of a plurality of ropes passing
through a plurality of pulleys;

- one or more draw-works having a winding drum for
releasing and reeling a rope by means of which the
movable tackle lifts and lowers;

- a top drive hung to the movable tackle and vertically
slidable on a plurality of guides fixed upon the drilling
tower and designed to put into rotation the drilling
battery;

- means for handling and supporting the drilling bat-
tery, constituted in its turn by a plurality of drilling
rods, and by a bit positioned at the bottom of the hole;

- means for the circulation of a drilling fluid that re-
moves from the bottom of the well the debris gener-
ated by the rotation of the bit.

[0007] More in detail, the draw-works must carry out
the following operations:

- a gradual release of the rope upon which the drilling
battery is set, so that to ensure a weight of the bit on
the bottom of the hole that remains at a constant
value with the increasing of the depth; thus the draw-
works must at the same time exert a constant tension
on the rope. This tension is used for supporting the
top drive and part of the weight of the battery;

- a quick hoisting of the top drive when it is necessary
to add rods to the drilling battery;

- a moderately slow elevation of the drilling  battery
for carrying out the change of the bit and, with the
change done, a quick descent up to the point of con-
tinuation of the drilling.

[0008] Therefore a draw-works for petroliferous appli-
cations that is efficient must possess the following fea-
tures: a finely adjustable and in real time variable rotation
speed of the drum; an easy control of the rotation speed
of the drum; a control of the torque on the drum for the
rope tension that is in real time variable and that is effi-
cient and finely adjustable.
[0009] To these features it is added the fact that these
draw-works must be commonly provided with service
braking devices, that are reliable and long-term, so that
to control for instance the descent of loads. Furthermore,
the draw-works for drilling rigs must also be provided with
braking devices for statically supporting the maximum
nominal load if the service brake is out of order, and not
least, for having the less maintenance possible along with
reduced size and weights.
[0010] Finally, considering the specificity of the field
within which they operate, the draw-works for drilling rigs
must have features consistent with the operation in areas
with the risk of explosions.
[0011] There are known commercial draw-works 1 for
the use in drilling rigs are known, as schematically shown
in figure 1, that provide for a power source 2 (in most
cases electrical) adjacently positioned to a drum 3 and
is coupled to a gearcase 4 through cardan shafts 5, cou-
pler joints, transmissions and clutches so that to modify
the speed with whom the drum 3 is wound, see for ex-
ample: WO 2009/156503.
[0012] These kinds of actuation of the draw-works 1
are not convenient and in fact they present some disad-
vantages; first of all, the power source 2 occupies a lot
of space, is noisy and represents a risk for people who
operate in the neighborhoods. Secondly, furthermore,
the gearcase 4 that represents the speed gear box is
subject to expensive and frequent maintenance and cer-
tainly contributes to a rise of the breaking risk of the draw-
works 1 components.
[0013] -- - Finally, the use of many mechanical parts
limits the efficiency of the mechanical performance of the
draw-works 1. The transmission chains are subject to
peaks of stress during the work that can cause the break-
ing of the chain, with disastrous consequences that must
be absolutely avoided in the field of petroliferous drillings.
[0014] According to the document US6793203 on be-
half of Wirth Maschinenbau, there are also known draw-
works comprising two direct current electric motors (DC
motors) paired to speed gear boxes whose output shaft
bears a pinion in its turn engaged with a toothed wheel
integral with the drum. Upon these motors, on one of the
two drum sides are installed brake disks and an eddy-
current brake.
[0015] The draw-works is also provided with a supply
device constituted by a low power electric motor paired
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to a high reduction ratio reducer unit, that permits to partly
act as brake during the unreeling of the drum cable.
[0016] Another development of the draw-works for be-
ing used in drilling rigs has been provided by the use of
alternating current motors in comparison to the direct cur-
rent motor; the alternating current motors namely present
a torque higher than the one that is possible to obtain
from direct current motors, in particular with a very low
RPM. With reference to figure 3, that represents a graph
of the torque of an alternating current electric motor with
the increasing of the RPM, --according to an intermittent
cycle 6, and according to a continuous cycle 7.
[0017] According to the document US 2008/0116432
is also known that there are electric draw-works for the
reeling and the unreeling of cables that, for obviating to
the solution of the encumbrance, present an electric mo-
tor mounted inside the rotating drum of the draw-works.
This solution, however, is not free from disadvantages,
because it is known that the efficiency of an electric motor
decreases with the increasing of the temperature of its
windings.
[0018] In fact, the efficiency of an electric motor de-
pends upon the resistance that the electric current meets
when flowing in the windings during the functioning of
the motor itself; in particular, the more the electric resist-
ance increases the larger will be the losses caused by
the Joule effect and, consequently the total efficiency will
decrease.
[0019] The graph of figure 2 shows in detail an example
of how the electric resistance increases with the increas-
ing of the temperature of the windings of an electric motor.
With an increase of 100°C in their temperature, there is
even a doubling of the ohmic losses.
[0020] Furthermore, the torque of the motor, that de-
pends on quadratic law upon its external diameter, is
conditioned by the inner size of the drum of the draw-
works.
[0021] It is for this reason that the installation of a motor
inside a drum meets many problems from the point of
view of the cooling and of the produced torque, with the
serious risk of incurring into breaking of the motor be-
cause of the overtemperature.
[0022] The purpose of the present invention is to real-
ize a draw-works for the maneuvering of drilling devices,
that is free from the above described disadvantages.
[0023] According to the present invention, a draw-
works for the maneuvering of drilling devices is realized
as claimed in claim 1.
[0024] The invention will be now described with refer-
ence to the appended drawings, that illustrate a not re-
strictive example of embodiment, wherein:

- the figure 1 shows a draw-works with a reduction
system through gears and chains of known kind;

- the figure 2 shows a graphic that compares an elec-
tric resistance of winding of an electric motor for
draw-works to the temperature of the same;

- the figure 3 shows a torque diagram as referred to
the rotation speed of an electric motor;

- the figure 4 shows a side view of a preferred embod-
iment of a draw-works according to the present in-
vention;

- the figure 5 shows a section of an electric motor used
in the draw-works of figure 4;

- in figure 6 it is shown a second section of an electric
motor used in the draw-works of figure 4;

- in figure 7 it is shown a mechanic-idraulic scheme
of the draw-works of figure 4;

- in figure 8 it is shown a wiring diagram of a supply
and control system of the draw-works of figure 4.

[0025] With reference to figure 4, a draw-works for the
maneuvering of drilling devices is generally designated
with the reference number 10; it comprises a drum 11 for
housing a rope 12 designed to hoist and lower a drilling
device (not shown).
[0026] The rope 12 must be of such a strength in order
to bear the weight of the drilling device with a safety mar-
gin before its breaking; this margin is sometimes deter-
mined by regulations that can vary according to the des-
tination of the present invention. It is for this reason that
the rope 12 is preferably constituted at least partly in met-
al, is typically formed by many strands wound on under-
ropes and can present an external covering shell for pre-
venting the etching of  metal oxidizing agents.
[0027] The drum 11, of substantially cylindrical shape
and provided with flaps 11a in correspondence to two
terminal ends designed to contain in an area delimited
among them the metallic rope 12, is rigidly connected to
a main shaft 13 of rotating type, that is supported at its
first and second end by a first plurality of bearings 14,
respectively arranged on sides 15 belonging to a support
frame 16.
[0028] More in detail, the main shaft 13 and the first
plurality of bearings 14 can be realized with any materials
for bearing the weight combined of the drum 11; of the
cable 12 and, also, must be able to withstand the torque
provided by the electric motors 19 and the dynamic loads
of braking exerted by the cable 12 without cracking or
breaking. It is for this reason that it is advisable to use
high-strength steel alloys in their realization.
[0029] The draw-works 10 also comprises two electric
motors 19, that can concordantly rotate in a first clockwise
and in a second counterclockwise rotation and are
mounted in a manner so that to permit to the main shaft
13, and therefore to the drum 11, to rotate with them
without interference of gearcases or other speed reduc-
tion means, thus resulting particularly easy concerning
the construction and, also, silent.
[0030] More in detail, the electric motors 19, that com-
prise a rotor 21 and a stator 22, are keyed on the main
shaft 13 outside the sides 15 on a respective  groove 20,
so that the rotor 21 integrally rotate with the main shaft
13 without the interference of any kind of reduction means
or variation in speed such as gearboxes or similar devic-
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es. This positioning permits an easy installation of the
electric motors 19 and their quick replacement if the work-
ing requirements change during the life cycle of the draw-
works 10 (for example, the need of a torque of more pow-
erful electric motors) without affecting the rest of the
structure of the draw-works 10 and, in particular, without
changing the structure of the drum 11.
[0031] The stator 22, that is arranged outside the rotor
21 and "wraps" it acting as a cover, is coupled even it to
the rotor 21 through a second plurality of bearings 23 but
is fixed to the support frame 16 through the brackets 24
that are rigidly connected to it, preferably by means of a
screw coupling and bolts. In fact, the use of screws and
bolts, permits the disassembly and removal or replace-
ment of a motor 19 eventually damaged or, furthermore,
of a component of the drum 11.
[0032] As far as the electric motors 19 are concerned,
they are of permanent magnets type and without brushes
(brushless), and are also known with the terms DC brush-
less motors or permanent magnets synchronous motors
or, also, with the term torque motors.
[0033] With reference to figure 5, the electric motors
19 of this type are characterized by the presence of per-
manent magnets 30 radially arranged on the rotor 21  so
that to result substantially aligned along a unique direc-
tion, whereas the stator 22 is of strips type 31, that face
the rotor 21 and are positioned in a more inner area of
the stator 22.
[0034] In the external part of the stator 22 it is provided
a plurality of annular channels 32 that permit the cooling
of the electric motor 19 and supply cables 33. More in
detail, the annular channels 32 are leaktight maintained
by a plurality of fittings 36 for preventing the fact that the
cooling fluid contained in them exits and expands outside
the motor 19; furthermore the annular channels 32 com-
municate with pipe fittings 34, shown in figure 4 and in
figure 6, that are arranged on the stator 22, protrude out-
side the electric motor 19 and are designed to be con-
nected to a first plurality of pipes 35 for the circulation of
cooling fluid, that are connected to both the electric mo-
tors 19.
[0035] The characteristics of electric motors 19 used
for the maneuvering of the draw-works 10 according to
the present invention is given also by their physical di-
mensions; in fact, these electric motors 19 possess a
relatively high diameter-length ratio and, with respect to
other types of electric motor, they also possess a very
reduced radial thickness. In fact, their external diameter
Di is wide nearly as much as an external diameter Do,
and for the connection of the rotor 21 to relatively small
shafts, as for example the main shaft 13, reduction flang-
es 21a are used.
[0036] Between the rotor 21 and the stator 22 there is
an air casing that ensures ease of use in the alignment
of components of the motor and a better cooling.
[0037] The electric motor 19 provided with this tech-
nology present a very reduced time constant, with con-
sequent very quick dynamic response, very wide pass

band, a high efficiency deriving from the use of perma-
nent magnets and a high speed associated to a control
capability of the magnetic flux that establishes between
the rotor 21 and the stator 22; eventually, the electric
motors 19 of the described type present a capability to
develop a maximum rotation torque almost coincident to
the minimum possible rotation speed.
[0038] Furthermore, one of the characteristics of per-
manent magnets and brushless electric motors 19 such
as the ones used in the present invention, is the reduced
RPM in comparison to other types of electric motor (typ-
ically they rotate much lower than 1000 RPM as maxi-
mum rotation speed). It is for this reason that they are
able to run without the interference of reduction means
toward the drum 11. As well as for any electric motor,
also the electric motors 19 can act as generators and
contribute to the braking of the drum 11 during the un-
reeling of the rope 12, in particular case of emergency.
In this case the electric motors 19 present their supply
cables 33 electrically connected to one or more appro-
priately dimensioned resistors.
[0039] The draw-works 10 also comprises means for
braking  the drum 11, designed to slow down the rotation
both in collaboration with the braking force of the electric
motors 19 both autonomously, for example after a dam-
aging of the electric motors 19 themselves.
[0040] In detail, first of all the draw-works 10 comprises
a couple of brake disks 40, arranged and fixed for exam-
ple through a plurality of screws 41 to the drum 11, so
that to integrally rotate with it. These brake disks 40 are
designed to slow down the rotation of the drum 11 when
the resisting torque offered by the electric motors 19 is
not enough to maintain the desired rotation speed of the
drum 11. In this case, obviously, the electric motors 19
do not receive electric current but they substantially act
as electric generators.
[0041] Each brake disk 40 is coupled to a respective
brake caliper 42 that is preferably fixed to the frame 16
so that to result fixed to it.
[0042] The brake calipers 42 are conveniently operat-
ed by an hydraulic circuit and can be of fixed, floating or
semifloating type.
[0043] These brake disks 40 are of active cooling type
and self-ventilated. In fact, they are cooled not only
through their rotation because of the air circulation, but
also through a fluid (for example, but not limiting to it,
water, glycol or oil) that is put in and through a channel
43 inside the main shaft 13, arranged in direction of the
axis of the main shaft 13 and having an entry and an exit
channel, that are connected to:

- a plurality of outlets 44 designed to put in the cooling
liquid near the tracks of the brake disks 40; and

- a second plurality of pipe fittings 45 connected to a
second plurality of pipes 46 that are connected to a
circulation pump (not shown for the sake of simplicity
of representation in figure 4).
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[0044] Secondly, the draw-works 10 presents safety
auxiliary brakes (not shown), designed to intervene by
blocking the rotation of the drum 11 of the draw-works
10 in case of breakdown. These braking systems are of
substantial importance for draw-works designed to be
used in drilling rigs, because in case of heavy loads hung
to the rope 12 and in case of a sudden lacking of supply
to the electric motors 19 and/or breakdown of the service
brakes, the rope 12 can unreel at a speed too high despite
the magnetic braking effect (dynamo effect) of the electric
motors, with the consequent catastrophic breaking of the
top drive and of other components of the drilling system.
The safety auxiliary brakes intervene by substantially in-
stantaneously blocking the rotation of the drum 11 at the
detection of the breakdown (for example through an elec-
tric current sensor positioned on the supply cables 33 of
the draw-works 10).
[0045] Even if the permanent magnets motors permit
an excellent control of the torque also at very low speed,
in order not to overload the electric motors 19 during the
drilling, the draw-works 10 is also provided with  an au-
tomatic drilling system comprising:

- an autonomous control system for the unreeling of
the rope 12 during the drilling;

- a third conventional a.c. and low-power electric mo-
tor 19’ (typically around 30kW);

- an automatically operable joint with teeth, that trans-
mits the motion of the main shaft 13 from the third
electric motor 19’ to the drum 11.

[0046] The automatic drilling system constitutes also
an emergency operation of the draw-works 10 in case of
breakdowns of the electric motors 19 and can operate in
three different modes:

- a first "constant load" mode, --in which the automatic
drilling system detects the force with which the drill-
ing bit presses on the bottom of the drill hole and
regulates this force at a value to be kept constant;

- a second "constant-speed" mode, with which the
drum 11 has a constant rotation speed and conse-
quently the drilling battery has a descent speed that
is constant and independent of the pressure of the
bit on the bottom of the drill hole;

- a third "constant-fluid-pressure" mode, with which
the rotation speed of the drum 11 and also the de-
scent speed of the drilling battery is regulated in such
a way that the pressure of a fluid used for rotating
the drilling bit, through a so called bottom-hole motor
(not shown), is kept constant.

[0047] The draw-works 10 is also provided with a  ven-
tilation system 50 of the electric motors 19, designed to
permit the operation in areas with the risk of explosions.
[0048] More in detail, with reference to figure 4 (as for
the mechanical disposition) and to figure 7 (as for a cir-
cuital-mechanical hybrid view), the ventilation system 50

permits also the pressurization of the area inside the sta-
tor 22 of the electric motors 19, and comprises:

- a remote fan 70 connected to a duct 72 provided with
an adjustable pressure reduction valve 73;

- entry connection pipe fittings 74 and exit filters 75
designed, respectively, to receive the pressured air
from the ducts 72 and to discharge the air from the
electric motors 19 and from the third motor 19’.

[0049] In detail, during the drilling, the remote fan 70
draws the air from a remote area with respect to the draw-
works 10, that is typically mounted very near to the center
of the well and send it to the drilling deck upon which the
draw-works 10 is installed.
[0050] On the other hand, the pressure reduction valve
73 is arranged near the electric motors 19 and preferably
reduces the pressure of the air send to the frames of the
electric motors 19 at a pressure conveniently 1 bar or
less higher than the atmospheric pressure. The air, once
put in the electric motors 19, exits through the exit filters
75 and is then dispersed in the area surrounding the
drawing well.
[0051] In detail during the drilling the pressure existing
inside the frames, relatively higher than the atmospheric
one, does not permit the contact between the atmos-
phere of the areas immediately adjacent to the well with
the inner side of the electric motors 19. In fact, this at-
mosphere can be characterized by the presence of highly
inflammable or - even worse - explosive gas mixtures in
a not marginal way.
[0052] In fact, even though the brushless motors
present a less risk of primer of electric sparks during their
functioning in comparison to the electric motors using
brushes, this risk is nonetheless excludable, and it is for
this reason that a frame of the electric motors 19 is used
insulated from the surrounding environment. The pres-
ence of a pressure higher than the atmospheric one in-
side the frames of the electric motors 19 prevents even
more the risk of inflammable gas entry into the motor.
[0053] From a controllistic point of view, the electric
motors 19 of the draw-works 10 are arranged in such a
way that they permit the continuous and precise adjust-
ment of the rotation speed and of the torque.
[0054] With reference to figure 8, the control of the elec-
tric motors 19 is carried out through a control net 80 that
comprises at least a controller (or drive) 81 for each motor
19 and a programmable logic controller 81 electrically
connected through one or more cables for data exchange
82 to each one of the controllers 81.
[0055] More in detail each controller 81 possesses:

- one or more inputs 81.1 directly connected to an ex-
ternal electrical power supply 83;
and

- one or more outputs 81.2 directly connected the elec-
tric motors 19;
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and is designed to regulate the rotation speed of the re-
spective electric motor 19 on the basis of the electric
signals deriving from the programmable logic controller
81, as well as to carry out secondary functions such as
preventing the overload and acting as current limiter or
also, to act as transformer from c.c. to a.c..
[0056] More in detail, through the programmable logic
controller 81 the speed and the torque of the electric mo-
tors 19 are continuously monitored through the use of
two independent sensors. On the basis of the values of
voltage and torque provided by the controllers 81, the
programmable logic controller 81 sends a signal to the
controllers 81 designed to increase or diminish the value
of the electric current delivered to the electric motors 19.
[0057] The electric motors 19 are controlled through a
PWM, Pulse Width Modulation.
[0058] The Pulse Width Modulation stands for supply-
ing an electric motor with a voltage having a square wave
form with fixed frequency (from a few kHz up to 20 kHz)
and variable Duty Cycle.
[0059] In fact, the Duty Cycle d is defined as the ratio
between a time interval τ wherein the square wave is at
a first high level and a period T of the square wave itself
(T is the inverse of the frequency, and T-τ is the time
interval wherein the square wave is at a second low level).
As the duty cycle varies, the mean value of the voltage
applied to the electric motor varies (this value is easily
inferable by means of an integration on one or more pe-
riods of the wave form).
[0060] Basically, the motor "feels" the mean value of
the voltage and the speed and the torque provided by
the motor depend therefore on the mean value of the
voltage itself.
[0061] On the other hand, in order to reverse the di-
rection of rotation of a permanent magnets c.c. motor, it
is necessary to reverse the polarity of the armature volt-
age.
[0062] The programmable logic controller 81 is also
provided with monitoring and diagnostic systems that are
designed to check that the draw-works 10 and in partic-
ular the electric motors 19 and the controllers 81 correctly
operate. If it is not so, the programmable logic controller
81 generates an alarm signal (for example activates a
visual or sound signal) and, furthermore, it can manage
the switching of the supply cables 33 of the electric mo-
tors 19 when there is a breakdown of the system of serv-
ice braking, in order to use the electric motors 19 as emer-
gency brake.
[0063] Finally, the programmable logic controller 81 is
connected to a control console 84 through a control cable
85; the control console is substantially the user  interface
with which one or more operators can regulate for exam-
ple but not limiting to it, the direction of rotation of the
electric motors 19, their rotation speed, their torque and
braking.
[0064] The advantages of the present invention are
clear from the previous description. In detail, the draw-
works according to the present invention permits to

equally distribute the torsion load on the main shaft 13
to both the sides of the drum 11, thanks to the presence
of two electric motors 19, arranged one for each side.
The equal load distribution is also given by the presence
of a couple of braking systems constituted by disks 40
and calipers 42, in their turn arranged one for each side
of the drum 11 of the draw-works 10.
[0065] These electric motors 19 are simple in their re-
alization and, because of their constructive typology, they
permit to produce strong torques of rotation at a low RPM
and, at the same time, permit a very accurate regulation
of their rotation speed.
[0066] It is for this reason that reduction structures
such as gear changes, mechanical organs of reduction,
toothed wheels or chains designed to vary the ratio be-
tween the rotation speed of the drum 11 and the one of
the electric motors 19 are not necessary; in this way,
greater advantages are obtained, in terms of operation
noiselessness, reduction of the production cost and of
the number of parts substantially at risk of breakdown
and wear and a reduction of the encumbrance of the
draw-works itself.
[0067] Another advantage is due to the fact that the
electric motors 19 possess a particularly limited longitu-
dinal development and this helps the reduction of the
overall dimensions of the draw-works 10, as well as the
reduction of its weight.
[0068] The draw-works 10 described up to this point
can also operate in areas at a high risk of fire and explo-
sion, thanks to the presence of a pressurization system
of the electric motors 19 and of the third electric motor
19’ and is designed to operate also in areas at a high
temperature because the electric motors 19 are actively
cooled.
[0069] Some changes can be carrired out to the device
described up to this point. In detail, the connections
among the controllers 81 and the programmable logic
controller 81 can be carried out through wireless tech-
nologies; the brake disks 40 can be arranged in couples
on each side of the drum 11 and the conventional motors
studied for the drilling operations can be arranged in cou-
ple, one for each side of the draw-works 10.
[0070] The rope 12 can also be formed by a couple of
elements, or be double or triple, or can be realized in
synthetic material or mixed synthetic/natural material in-
stead of steel.
Barzanò & Zanardo Milano S.p.A.

Claims

1. A draw-works (10) for maneuvering drilling rods com-
prising:

- means (11) for winding at least one cable (12),
which are centred on a shaft (13) that has one
first end and one second end and rotates in one
first direction and in one second direction oppo-
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site to the first; said winding means (11) being
at least partially substantially cylindrical in
shape;
- one or more supports (14), designed to support
said shaft (13) in a rotatable way;
- a plurality of motors (19), designed to enable
rotation in said first direction and in said second
direction of said shaft (13) and of said winding
means (11);
- a base frame (16), fixed to which are said sup-
ports (14) and said plurality of motors (19); said
plurality of motors (19) is set on both sides of
said winding means (11) and is connected to
said winding means (11) without speed-reduc-
ing elements, with direct drive on the shaft (13),

characterized in that it comprises

• a plurality of brake disks (40) set at both sides
of said winding means and arranged and fixed
on to the drum (11) so that to integrally rotate
with it,
• a plurality of brake calipers (42) designed to
exert a friction on said brake disks (40).

2. The draw-works according to Claim 1, wherein said
motors (19) are brushless electric motors and com-
prise at least one rotor (21) and one stator (22) ; said
rotor (21) being substantially boxed in said stator (22)
and being fixed directly to said shaft (13) in such a
way as to turn integrally therewith.

3. The draw-works according to Claim 1, wherein said
brake calipers (42) are fixed to said frame (16) via a
respective bracket (15).

4. The draw-works according to Claim 2, wherein said
motors (19) have one first fluid- circulation cooling
system that comprises a plurality of pipes (35) con-
nected, respectively, to pipe fittings (34) positioned
substantially on said stator (22); said pipe fittings (34)
forming a fluid-tight passage with a plurality of chan-
nels (32) for cooling the motor (19).

5. The draw-works according to Claim 4, wherein said
channels (32) extend substantially in a direction par-
allel to the direction of rotation of said motors (19).

6. The draw-works according to Claim 1, wherein said
braking systems are cooled by a second cooling sys-
tem comprising a plurality of pipes (46) communicat-
ing with at least one cooling channel (43) having a
plurality of outlets (44) facing said brake disks (40).

7. The draw-works according to Claim 6, wherein said
channel (43) is set within said shaft (13) in a direction
that is substantially the same as that of an axis of
the shaft (13).

8. The draw-works according to Claim 2, wherein said
stator (22) of said motors (19) is air-tight and more-
over comprises ducts for entry (74) and exit (75) of
air connected in a fluid-tight way on said motors (19) ;
said entry ducts (74) being designed to be supplied
by an air-tight duct (72) connected with a blower (71)
set at a distance from said draw-works (10).

9. The draw-works according to Claim 8, wherein
present between said duct (72) and said blower (71)
is a valve (73); said valve (73) being designed to
modify the pressure of the air present within the duct
(72).

10. The draw-works according to Claim 2, moreover
comprising control means (80) for electrical/elec-
tronic control of said motors (19), said control means
(80) being designed at least to regulate the speed
of rotation of said motors (19).

11. The draw-works according to Claim 10, wherein said
control means (80) comprise controllers (81) having
inputs (81.1) connected to an electrical power- sup-
ply network and  outputs (81.2) connected to said
motors (19), and signal-transmission means (81.3)
designed to exchange data with a management sys-
tem (82), designed to monitor continuously at least
said speed of said motors (19) as a function of a level
of voltage supplied by said controllers (81), sending
modification signals to said controllers (81).

12. The draw-works according to Claim 11, wherein said
controllers (81) drive the respective motor (19) via a
pulse-width modulation.

13. The draw-works according to Claim 1, moreover
comprising an auxiliary a.c. electric motor (19’) and
a joint with automatically meshing teeth, designed
to transmit the motion of the main shaft (13) from the
auxiliary electric motor (19’) to said winding means
(11); said auxiliary electric motor (19’) being de-
signed to operate in conditions of unreeling of the
cable (12) by said winding means (11).

14. The draw-works according to Claim 13, wherein said
auxiliary electric motor (19’) is controlled, through a
control system of its own:

- in one first, constant -load, mode, in which there
is detected the force with which a drilling bit con-
nected to said cable (12) presses on the bottom
of a drill hole and in which said force is regulated
at a value to be kept constant;
- a second, constant-speed, mode, with which
said winding means (11) are made to unreel at
a speed of rotation that is constant and inde-
pendent of the pressure of the bit on the bottom
of the drill hole;
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- a third, constant-fluid-pressure, mode, in which
the speed of rotation of the winding means (11)
is regulated in such a way that the pressure of
a fluid used for moving the drilling bit, is kept
constant.

Patentansprüche

1. Hubwerk (10) zum Manövrieren von Bohrstangen,
aufweisend:

- Windenmittel (11) zum Winden von minde-
stens einem Seil (12), die auf einer Welle (13)
zentriert sind, die ein erstes Ende und ein zwei-
tes Ende aufweist und sich in einer ersten und
in einer zweiten, der ersten entgegengesetzten
Richtung dreht; wobei die Windenmittel (11) we-
nigstens teilweise eine zylindrische Form auf-
weisen;
- eine oder mehrere Stützen (14), konstruiert für
Abstützen der Welle (13) in drehbarer Weise;
- mehrere Motoren (19), konstruiert, um eine
Drehbewegung der Welle (13) und der Winden-
mittel (11) in der ersten Richtung und der zwei-
ten Richtung zu ermöglichen;
- einen Grundrahmen (16), an dem die Stützen
(14) und die mehreren Motoren (19) befestigt
sind; wobei die mehreren Motoren (19) auf bei-
den Seiten der Windenmittel (11) und ohne ge-
schwindigkeitsreduzierende Elemente mit di-
rektem Antrieb der Welle (13) befestigt sind,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass sie Folgendes auf-
weist:

• mehrere Bremsscheiben (40), befestigt auf
beiden Seiten der Windenmittel und so auf der
Trommel (11) angeordnet und befestigt, dass
sie mit dieser integriert rotieren,
• mehrere Bremszangen (42), konstruiert zum
Ausüben einer Reibung auf die Bremsscheiben
(40),

2. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Motoren (19)
bürstenlose Elektromotoren sind und mindestens ei-
nen Läufer (21) und einen Ständer (22) aufweisen;
wobei der Läufer (21) im Wesentlichen im Ständer
(22) eingesteckt ist und derart direkt auf der Welle
(13) befestigt ist, dass er mit dieser integriert rotiert.

3. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bremszangen
(42) über je eine Konsole (15) am Grundrahmen (16)
befestigt sind.

4. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Motoren (19)
ein erstes Fluidumlauf-Kühlsystem aufweisen, das
mehrere Rohre (35) aufweist, die jedes an Rohrfit-

tings (34) angeschlossen sind, welche im Wesentli-
chen auf dem Ständer (22) positioniert sind; wobei
die Rohrfittings (34) eine fluiddichte Passage mit
mehreren Kanälen (32) zum Kühlen des Motors (19)
bilden.

5. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 4, wobei sich die Kanäle
(32) im Wesentlichen in einer Richtung parallel zur
Drehrichtung der Motoren (19) erstrecken.

6. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Bremssyste-
me durch ein zweites Kühlsystem gekühlt werden,
das mehrere Rohre (46) aufweist, die mit mindestens
einem mehrere, zu den Scheibenbremsen (40) ge-
richtete Auslässe (44) aufweisenden Kühlkanal (43)
kommunizieren.

7. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 6, wobei der Kanal (43) in-
nerhalb der Welle (13) in einer Richtung verläuft, die
im Wesentlichen gleich der einer Achse der Welle
(13) ist.

8. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Ständer (22)
der Motoren (19) luftdicht ist und ferner Kanäle für
Eintritt (74) und Austritt (75) von Luft aufweist, die
auf fluiddichte Weise an den Motoren (19) ange-
schlossen sind; wobei die Eintrittskanäle (74) für Zu-
fuhr durch einen luftdichten Kanal (72) konstruiert
sind, der mit einem Gebläse (71) verbunden ist, das
auf einem Abstand vom Hubwerk (10) angeordnet
ist.

9. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 8, wobei zwischen dem Ka-
nal (72) und dem Gebläse (71) ein Ventil (73) vor-
handen ist, das für ein Modifizieren des Drucks der
im Kanal (72) vorhandenen Luft konstruiert ist.

10. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 2, ferner aufweisend Steu-
ermittel (80) für elektrische/elektronische Steuerung
der Motoren (19), wobei die Steuermittel (80) für min-
destens Regulieren der Drehgeschwindigkeit der
Motoren (19) konstruiert sind.

11. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Steuermittel
(80) Steuergeräte (81) aufweisen, die mit Eingängen
(81.1) versehen sind, die mit einem elektrischen
Stromversorgungsnetz verbunden sind, und mit
Ausgängen (81.2), die mit den Motoren (19) verbun-
den sind, und Signalübertragungsmittel (81.3), die
konstruiert sind für Datenaustausch mit einem Steu-
ersystem (82), das konstruiert ist für kontinuierliche
Überwachung von mindestens der Geschwindigkeit
der Motoren (19) in Abhängigkeit von einem von den
Steuergeräten (81) zugeführten Spannungspegeln
konstruiert ist und Modifikationssignale an die Steu-
ergeräte (81) sendet.

12. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Steuergeräte
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(81) den jeweiligen Motor (19) über eine Pulsweiten-
modulation antreiben.

13. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 1, ferner aufweisend einen
Wechselstrom-Hilfsmotor (19’) und eine Verbindung
mit automatisch eingreifenden Zähnen, konstruiert
für  Übertragen der Bewegung von der Hauptwelle
(13) des Elektro-Hilfsmotors (19’) auf die Winden-
mittel (11); wobei der Elektro-Hilfsmotor (19’) für ei-
nen Zustand des Abwikkelns des Seils (12) durch
die Windenmittel (11) konstruiert ist.

14. Hubwerk nach Anspruch 13, wobei der Elektro-Hilfs-
motor (19’) über ein eigenes Steuersystem gesteuert
wird:

- in einem ersten Konstant-Last-Modus, in dem
die Kraft erfasst wird, mit der ein mit dem Seil
(12) verbundener Bohrbit gegen den Boden ei-
nes Bohrlochs drückt, und in dem die Kraft auf
einen Wert eingeregelt wird, bei dem sie kon-
stant gehalten wird;
- in einem zweiten Konstant-Drehzahl-Modus,
in dem die Windenmittel (11) zum Abwickeln mit
einer Drehgeschwindigkeit gebracht werden,
die konstant und unabhängig vom Druck des
Bits auf den Boden des Bohrlochs ist;
- in einem dritten Konstant-Fluiddruck-Modus,
in dem die Drehgeschwindigkeit der Windenmit-
tel (11) derart geregelt wird, dass der Druck des
für das Bewegen des Bohrbits konstant gehal-
ten wird.

Revendications

1. Treuil de forage (10) permettant de manoeuvrer des
tiges de forage comprenant :

- un moyen d’enroulement (11) d’au moins un
câble (12), qui est centré sur un arbre (13) qui
possède une première extrémité et une seconde
extrémité et qui tourne en rotation dans une pre-
mière direction et dans une seconde direction
opposée à la première ; ledit moyen d’enroule-
ment (11) étant au moins partiellement de forme
sensiblement cylindrique ;
- un ou plusieurs supports (14), conçu(s) pour
supporter ledit arbre (13) en rotation ;
- une pluralité de moteurs (19), conçus pour per-
mettre une rotation dans ladite première direc-
tion et dans ladite seconde direction dudit arbre
(13) et dudit moyen d’enroulement (11) ;
- un bâti de socle (16) sur lequel sont fixés lesdits
supports (14) et ladite pluralité de moteurs (19) ;
ladite pluralité de moteurs est positionnée des
deux côtés dudit moyen d’enroulement (11) et
est raccordée au dit moyen d’enroulement (11)

sans éléments réducteurs de vitesse, avec un
entraînement direct sur l’arbre (13),

caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend

. une pluralité de disques de frein (40) position-
nés des deux côtés dudit moyen d’enroulement
et  agencés et fixés sur le tambour (11) de ma-
nière à tourner en une seule pièce avec celui-ci,
. une pluralité d’étriers de frein (42) conçus pour
exercer un frottement sur lesdits disques de frein
(40).

2. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
lesdits moteurs sont des moteurs électriques sans
balais et comprennent au moins un rotor (21) et un
stator (22) ; ledit rotor (21) étant sensiblement logé
dans ledit stator (22) et étant fixé directement sur
ledit arbre (13) de manière à tourner en une seule
pièce avec celui-ci.

3. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
lesdits étriers de frein (42) sont fixés sur ledit bâti
(16) via un support de frein (15) respectif.

4. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
lesdits moteurs (19) possèdent un premier système
de refroidissement à circulation de fluide qui com-
prend une pluralité de tuyaux (35) raccordés respec-
tivement à des raccords de tuyauterie (34) placés
sensiblement sur ledit stator (22) ; lesdits raccords
de tuyauterie (34) formant un passage étanche aux
fluides avec une pluralité de canaux (32) destinés à
refroidir le moteur (19).

5. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
lesdits canaux (32) s’étendent sensiblement  dans
une direction parallèle à la direction de la rotation
desdits moteurs (19).

6. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
lesdits systèmes de freinage sont refroidis par un
second système de refroidissement comprenant une
pluralité de tuyaux (46) qui communiquent avec au
moins un canal de refroidissement (43) possédant
une pluralité d’orifices de sortie (44) qui font face
auxdits disques de frein (40).

7. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
ledit canal (43) est positionné à l’intérieur dudit arbre
(13) dans une direction qui est sensiblement la mê-
me que celle d’un axe de l’arbre (13).

8. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 2, dans lequel
ledit stator (22) desdits moteurs (19) est étanche à
l’air et comprend de plus des conduites permettant
l’entrée (74) et la sortie (75) de l’air raccordées, de
manière étanche aux fluides, auxdits moteurs (19) ;
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lesdites conduites d’entrée (74) étant conçues pour
être alimentées par une conduite étanche à l’air (72)
raccordée à un ventilateur (71) positionné à distance
dudit treuil de forage (10).

9. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
une soupape (73) est présente entre ladite conduite
(72) et ledit ventilateur (71) ; ladite soupape (73)
étant conçue pour modifier la pression de l’air pré-
sent à l’intérieur de la conduite (72).

10. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 2, compre-
nant en outre un moyen de commande (80) permet-
tant de contrôler électriquement/électroniquement
lesdits moteurs (19), ledit moyen de commande (80)
étant conçu au moins pour réguler la vitesse de ro-
tation desdits moteurs (19).

11. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 10, dans le-
quel ledit moyen de commande (80) comprend des
contrôleurs (81) possédant des entrées (81.1) rac-
cordées à un réseau d’alimentation en courant élec-
trique et des sorties (81.2) raccordées auxdits mo-
teurs (19), et un moyen de transmission de signal
(81.3) conçu pour échanger des données avec un
système de gestion (82), conçu pour surveiller de
manière continue au moins ladite vitesse desdits mo-
teurs (19) en fonction d’un niveau de tension fournie
par lesdits contrôleurs (81), en envoyant des signaux
de modification auxdits contrôleurs (81).

12. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 11, dans le-
quel lesdits contrôleurs (81) entrainent le moteur (19)
respectif via une modulation par impulsions de durée
variable.

13. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 1, compre-
nant en outre un moteur électrique c.a. auxiliaire
(19’) et un raccord muni de dents qui s’engrènent
automatiquement, conçu pour transmettre le mou-
vement de l’arbre principal (13) depuis le moteur
électrique auxiliaire (19’) vers ledit moyen d’enrou-
lement (11) ; ledit moteur électrique auxiliaire  (19’)
étant conçu pour fonctionner dans des conditions de
déroulement du câble (12) par ledit moyen d’enrou-
lement (11).

14. Treuil de forage selon la revendication 13, dans le-
quel ledit moteur électrique auxiliaire (19’) est con-
trôlé, par l’intermédiaire d’un système de commande
qui lui est propre :

- dans un premier mode à charge constante,
dans lequel est détectée la force avec laquelle
un outil de forage raccordé au dit câble (12) ap-
puie sur le fond du trou de forage et dans lequel
ladite force est régulée sur une valeur, de ma-
nière à être maintenue constante ;

- dans un second mode à vitesse constante,
dans lequel ledit moyen d’enroulement (11) est
apte à se dévider à une vitesse de rotation qui
est constante et indépendante de la pression de
l’outil de forage sur le fond du trou de forage
- dans un troisième mode à pression de fluide
constante dans lequel la vitesse de rotation du
moyen d’enroulement (11) est régulée de telle
manière que la pression d’un fluide utilisée pour
déplacer l’outil de forage est maintenue cons-
tante.
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